Background
• Game semantics provides attractive models of higher-order functions, and features with locally declared names: references, exceptions, channels.
• These models represent (e.g.) references as storage cells, rather than pointers to storage cells.
• We require a new game semantic analysis to model names (the nu-calculus of Pitts and Stark), "good variables", and name-passing calculi.
Objectives
• To construct a category of "games with names".
• To use this to model the nu-calculus.
• To show that we can use names as pointers, to construct a semantics of ML-style "good variables".
A Calculus of Names and References
The ν-calculus is a simply-typed call-by-value λ-calculus over the ground types o (booleans) and ν (names) with:
• Truth values tt, ff : o and a conditional If : o → T → T → T ,
• Equality testing on names: eq : ν → ν → o,
• New name declaration: new : ν.
λν! is the ν-calculus extended with:
Operational Semantics of λν!
• a Hyland-Ong style arena (M A , λ A , A ) with
• a continuous action of the group G of natural number automorphisms on M A such that λ A (π(m)) = λ A (m) and π(m) π(n) if and only if m n.
Continuity means that the stabiliser of each move m is equal to the stabiliser of a finite subset ν(m) ⊆ N, the support of m.
ν-strategies
• In each ν-arena, the orbits of the group action determine an equivalence relation on sequences -s ∼ t if ∃π ∈ G.π(s) = t.
• A ν-strategy σ : A is a non-empty and even-prefix-closed set of even-length legal sequences of A subject to the following conditions:
∼-saturation If s ∈ σ and s ∼ t then t ∈ σ.
∼-determinacy If sa, tb ∈ σ and s ∼ t, then sa ∼ tb.
Composition of ν-strategies
We extend "parallel composition plus hiding" with conditions for "global freshness of names".
The support of each legal sequence is partitioned into finite sets P ν (names introduced by Player) and O ν :
→C is the set of legal sequences which satisfy:
Thus we define a category νG in which objects are ν-arenas, and morphisms from A 1 to A 2 are strategies on a ν-arena A 1 → A 2 .
Modelling the λ v -calculus
To model the call-by-value λ-calculus (following the constructions of Honda and Yoshida), we define a closed Freyd Category:
• a premonoidal category (νG, , I) with
• a cartesian subcategory νG t of total and thread-independent strategies,
• to interpret function types, a right adjoint A : νG → νG t to Inc( ) A : νG t → νG.
Modelling the nu-calculus
We model terms-in-context x 1 : S 1 , . . . , x n :
• νG has coproducts (the disjoint sum of arenas), thus we interpret o as the type I + I.
• We interpret the type ν as an arena N in which the set of answer-moves is N, acted upon by G.
• We interpret the new-name declaration new : ν, as a strategy new : I → N = {qi | i ∈ N}, which non-deterministically chooses a new name.
Examples
A denotational equivalence:
Semantics of references
• We define a store arena S = (N N I) (N N ) and interpret terms Γ M : T as morphisms from
• We interpret assignment using left-projection from S and dereferencing using right-projection.
• The behaviour of a program M : o is given by composition of [[M ] ] : S → o with a strategy store : I → S.
Garbage Collection
To obtain a universal model, we refine our semantics via a notion of garbage collection for strategies.
• a name is globally accessible in a sequence s if has been revealed outside the store, or in a location which is already globally accessible.
• a cell is local to a strategy σ if its name never becomes globally accesible in an extension of s in σ.
• the garbage collection of σ is obtained by by hiding interaction with store in those cells in S which are local in σ.
We define a category of garbage-collected strategies, in which the composition of σ and τ is the garbage-collection of σ; τ .
Universality
Proposition Every compact, garbage-collected strategy on a λν!-type object is definable as a term of λν!.
Proof: We show that:
• Every ν-strategy can be factorized into the composition of a deterministic strategy with some copies of the new strategy.
• Every deterministic strategy can be factorized into the composition of a innocent strategy with the store strategy.
• Every compact innocent strategy is definable as a term (by an inductive decomposition).
Further work
• A universal model of the nu-calculus -based on innocent strategies, with explicit introduction of names recording their scope.
• A directly presented, fully abstract model of λν! -using "sequences with store".
• Models of other named features, such as higher-order references, and name-passing calculi, such as the π-calculus.
• Analysis of security properties for programs with unguessable secrets, such as passwords and encryption keys.
